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R
for violence, some sexual content, language and drug use

A couple caught in the throes of a recession obtain an antique teapot that dispenses massive
amounts of cash whenever either of them suffers an injury -- and the more grievous the trauma, the
greater the payoff. Alice (Juno Temple) and John (Michael Angarano) might be in love, but that
doesn't pay the bills that are piling up fast. Hopelessly desperate as all of their friends seem to land
cushy, high-paying jobs, the destitute couple are at a particularly low point when they're involved in
a minor car accident near a small curiosity shop, which leads Alice to feel compelled to look inside.
When a small brass teapot catches her eye, she impulsively steals it. Over the course of the next few
days, Alice and John discover that every time they suffer a small cut, scratch, or bruise, the
mysterious teapot acts like an ATM, producing generous amounts of cash. It isn't long before they
determine that more painful injuries produce thicker wads of money, and harm themselves straight
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into high society. They're soon living in a sprawling home, driving luxury cars, and wearing all of the
latest fashions. But when their injuries no longer produce the results needed to sustain their lavish
new lifestyle, Alice and John realize that the sacrifices required by the brass teapot may be too great
to endure. Alia Shawkat, Bobby Moynihan, and Alexis Bledel co-star.
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